
How Yoga Supports Health? 
 

Yoga is the mind–body medicine comprised of a wide range of techniques including             
(mainly) physical movement, breathwork and meditation. Because of its health-related          
benefits, yoga has been an integral part of the oldest and indigenous medical system              
practiced in India (ie. Ayurveda). In its various forms and for various reasons (physical and               
mental health-related benefits), yoga is now practiced worldwide by millions of people            
irrespective of their age, gender, race, religion, and nationality. Since 2011, about 200 titles              
are added each year on the use of yoga in different medical conditions. The salient features                
of yoga as a therapeutic tool are that it is simple and easy to administer; is cost-effective;                 
and could be administered to one person or to a group in the clinical settings or at home. In                   
contrast to pharmacological interventions, it is non-toxic and non-invasive. It may be used             
by patients, medical professionals, and caregivers for their own benefit and for the benefit              
of others. An important point to note is that yoga also enriches the emotional needs of                
patients that are not met by conventional therapy.  

During the last five decades, there has been a worldwide interest in yoga practices in               
medical circles around the world. Following its global reach many doctors and scientists             
became interested and started studying the effects of yoga practice on various medical             
conditions. 

The below findings are based on the research made by doctors and scientists             
worldwide. They provide proven, evidence based benefits of yoga for physical and mental             
health and overall wellbeing. This is by no means an exhaustive list but it gives an indication             
of the potential use of yoga to prevent and cure various health conditions: 

 
*yoga for mental health: yoga is extensively used as a main treatment or adjunctive              
treatment for a variety of mental health disorders. It can reduce symptoms of stress or               
generalized anxiety, schizophrenia, depression, PTSD (including survivors of natural         
disasters, women with a history of domestic-abuse or sexual trauma, combat-related           
trauma), suicidal behaviour and addiction (4;5;8;10;22) 

*yoga for brain health: yoga practice can positively impact brain health mitigating the risk              
of age-related and neurodegenerative diseases. (2;16) 
 
*yoga for chronic pain: yoga practice has a prominent effect on psychological aspects on              
living with chronic pain, reducing associated depression and improving quality of life. (6) 

*yoga for stress: yoga is positively related both to stress reduction and coping with stress.               
(9) 

*yoga for low back pain: yoga practice is effective in treating and preventing chronic low               

back pain by improving function, decreasing pain and improving quality of life of people              
affected by it. (3;22) 

*yoga for preventing inflammation and fibrosis: yoga practice reduces local connective           
tissue inflammation and fibrosis. (12) 

*yoga for bone health: yoga practice improves bone mineral density in spine, hips, and legs.               
(15) 



 
*yoga for improving overall quality of life: yoga improves energy levels, increases feeling of              
happiness, has positive effect on social relationships, sleep, and contributes to healthy            
weight control (17;18;20) 
 
*yoga for self-regulation, mood control and resilience: yoga practice facilitates          
self-regulation and resilience in the face of stress-related physical or emotional challenges.            
(19) 
 
*yoga for immunity: certain meditation, yoga postures, and breathing practices may be            
effective adjunctive means of treating and/or preventing SARS-CoV-2 infection by reducing           
stress, enhancing function of the immune system and counteracting some forms of            
infectious challenges like pandemic-associated negative inflammatory and psychosocial        
stress factors. (21) 
 
*yoga for the cardiovascular conditions: yoga proves to help treating heart conditions,            
reducing cardiovascular risk factors and high blood pressure (hypertension). (7;14;22) 
 
*yoga for asthma: for asthma, the breathing component of yoga has been linked to              
improvements in lung function and asthma symptoms. (22) 
 
*yoga for HIV: yoga is used effectively as a treatment for people with HIV. (22) 
 
*yoga for IBS: yoga proves to help treating irritable bowel syndrome. (22) 
 

*yoga for cancer care: yoga interventions are beneficial in improving the adverse symptoms             
in cancer patients – caused either by the disease or its treatment (such as fatigue). Yoga                
improves the physical and psychological symptoms, quality of life, and markers of immunity             
of the cancer patients. (1;11;13;22) 

 
*yoga for the mind: in cases where yoga does not offer significant relief from physical               
disease, it can still offer some measure of relief from mental suffering. In this sense, yoga                
can provide a different way of looking at pain, which in itself can potentially alleviate               
suffering. (22) 
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